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Discrete Phonics Sessions
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Chapter 1: Element 9 
(Beginning to Blend and Segment)

• Pure sound training videos
• IWB
• Joe puppet
• large whiteboard or flipchart with pens

• Active Listening Prompts
• paper
• pencils

Resources

Recap – blending and segmenting.

Intro/Objective – to blend sounds in words.

Whole Group – blend and say words in a list.

Independent 

Activity 1 -  match blended words to pictures.

Activity 2 -  blend words and perform the action.

Resources – Puppet Joe, Resources 2 and 3.

OPTIONAL -  Resource 2 for acting out Joe’s jobs.

Lesson 2 – Blending

Weekly Overview

Lesson 1 – Introduction to Blending and Segmenting

Recap – Initial sounds.

Intro/Objective – To hear and say sounds in words.

Whole Group – Blending words in a story about the Phonics Shed. 

Independent 

Activity 1 -  Props to create a story with blends.

Activity 2 -  Listen to a story and blend the words.

Resources – Joe’s Friends: An Introduction to Blending and Segmenting (a Phonics Shed original story), Resource 1.

OPTIONAL -  Puppet Joe, props to retell the story such as small-world animals or character flashcards.

Recap Intro/Whole Group Independent Plenary

5 mins 10 mins 10 mins 5 mins

Please watch the pure sounds training videos (particularly Ch2) before beginning this Element to ensure no schwas are 
added to the sounds and they remain pure [‘sssss’ not ‘suh’ for example].
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Chapter 2 Set 1 (/s/, /a/, /t/, /p/)

Intervention/Consolidation Suggestions: See Assessment Guidance for more information about how and when to 
use the Chapter 1 consolidation weeks or other interventions.

Children do not have to be completely secure with Chapter 1 concepts before moving on to Chapter 2 as they will 
be recapped. However, you must assess whether the children are ready for the slightly more structured lessons 
that come with moving on to Chapter 2.

What’s next?

Lesson 3 –  Magic Microphone

Recap – blending and segmenting.

Intro/Objective – to hear and say sounds in words.

Whole Group – pull objects out of a bag and sort.

Independent 

Activity 1 -  objects names.

Activity 2 -  blending actions words.

Resources – ‘magic’ microphones (same as Element 5 Lesson 4), bag/box containing a range of CVC objects (cat, dog, cup, 
hat, jug, box, pig, pen etc.)

OPTIONAL -  ‘magic’ microphones, bag/box containing a range of CVC objects for use independently.

Lesson 4 – Segmenting

Recap – blending and segmenting.

Intro/Objective – segment words to help make a list.

Whole Group – ‘Say it, Stretch it, Sound it”.

Independent 

Activity 1 -  sound out words for a selection of CVC objects.

Activity 2 -  step into hoops to represent each sound in a CVC word. 

Resources – Resources 4 and 5, bag/box containing a selection of CVC objects (cat, dog, cup, hat, jug, box, pig, pen etc.), 
puppet Joe. 

OPTIONAL -  flashcards of the animals in Resource 4. Ch2 HFW list, Resource 5 and three hula hoops. Resource 6.

Lesson 5 - Counting Phonemes 
Recap – segmenting words.

Intro/Objective – to count the number of sounds in a word.

Whole Group – sound bag/box with CVC objects. Count the sounds.

Independent 

Activity 1 -  say a word and count sounds on fingers.

Activity 2 -  count out the number of phonemes heard.

Resources – bag/box containing a selection of CVC objects (cat, dog, cup, hat, jug, box, pig, pen etc.), Resource 5.

OPTIONAL -  Resource 6.
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ICT

• Phonics Shed games

Writing

• Make lists
• Design seed packets
• Design a garden

Reading

• Ch.1 Book List

Small World

• Vegetable patch
• Tuff tray with pots, seeds, compost and flowers 

to plant
• Fantasy/fairy/secret garden

Numeracy

• Count out seeds and match to a numeral
• Order plants/flowers by height
• Sort vegetables into types

Construction

• Make garden shelters/buildings
• Use blocks to make enclosures for growing 

vegetables or plants
• Build a garden wall

Role Play

• Pet Shop
• Garden centre
• Farm shop
• Farm

Sand

• Compost with hidden CVC objects
• Pots, flowers and trowels
• Create a garden with small stones, leaves,  

sticks etc.

Water

• Watering cans
• Measuring jugs
• Hose pipe

Craft

• Close observational drawings of fruits and 
vegetables

• Paintings of real flowers
• Fruit/vegetable prints

Music

• Songs about growing/changes
• Animal themed songs
• Blend words using rhythm sticks to count sounds
• Follow the leader (copy the sounds) game

Outdoor

• Plant flowers and vegetables
• Digging
• Use sweeping brushes

Other/Notes

Other small group activities: tell made up stories with blended words for children to hear and e.g., “I went to the park and 
saw a /d/-/o/-/g/. It had a /s/-/t/-/ i/-/ck/.” 

Homework: practise saying lots of short words and counting out the number of sounds e.g., pen, bin. You may wish to 
introduce HFW at this point to get children used to them.

Continuous/Enhanced Provision Suggestions
Chapter 1: Element 9 (Blending and segmenting)
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Introduction

“Today we are going to use our listening skills to hear and say sounds in words.”
We are going to go on a walk with Joe in the Phonics Shed and see what he is doing today. 

Recap

• Model active listening.
• “Last week, we used our listening skills to hear initial sounds. Can you remember what an initial sound is?”   

Practise some examples such as CVC words and children’s names.

Resources

Lesson One: Introduction to Blending and Segmenting

5 mins

5 mins

• Joe’s Friends: An Introduction to Blending and Segmenting (a Phonics Shed original story), Resource 1.
• OPTIONAL -  Puppet Joe, props to retell the story such as small-world animals or character flashcards

Whole Group

• Listen: Read Joe’s Friends: An Introduction to Blending and Segmenting (a Phonics Shed original story).  
Follow the instructions for using sound buttons to segment some words and then blend them back together.

• Recap: Repeat asking children to join in, particularly with the blending.
• Discuss: Children listen carefully to the sounds and join in by putting them together to say the word.

5 mins

Independent Activities

Go for a ‘walk’ around the Phonics Shed. Segment the marked words and encourage the children to blend them 
together while doing the actions (Resource 1).

Simplify – Join in and copy actions.

Expect – Begin to hear and say the phonemes that are in words.

Extend – Suggest other places and animals we might visit in the Phonics Shed. Blend the words.

10 mins

Guidance Materials

Please see the Phonics Shed guidance document and training videos for how to pronounce pure sounds before 
you begin to teach this Element.

Important Note: Please watch the pure sounds training videos (specifically Ch2) before beginning this lesson to  
ensure no schwas are added to the sounds. (‘mmmm’ not ‘muh’ etc).

Chapter 1: Element 9 (Blending and Segmenting)
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Lesson: One  
Lesson Focus:   Introduction to Blending and Segmenting

Assessment

• To begin to blend and segment phonemes in words. 

Please see the Assessment Guidance for more information on what to do if you find children are not secure with the 
assessment focus in this lesson. If a large group is not secure, please use the consolidation planning for this Element, if it is 
a smaller group, please see the guidance for alternative intervention ideas.

Additional Suggestions for Continuous Provision

• Repeat the activities by making up other stories with blended words in them.
• Full audio version of Resource 1 story with sound effects is linked to Ch1 Introduction week.
• Small Group Activity 

Recreate the story using puppet Joe and props/character flashcards to act out the story. Encourage children to fill in  
the blended words. 
 
Simplify – Say the word and identify the item. 
Expect – Begin to hear and say the phonemes that are in words. 
Extend – Blend some words.

Fred by Mick and Chloe Inkpen (2017) 
[ISBN: 978-1444929539]

Suggested Story

Plenary

Give positive feedback and praise for what the children have done well during the session. 

Address any misconceptions. 

“Today we have listened to and said the sounds that make up words. This is the start of your reading journey!”

5 mins
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‘A Walk with Joe’ Script 

  
Let’s go for a walk with Joe around the Phonics Shed. [walking] 

It is a sunny day, we will put on our hats. [action of putting on a hat]  

Look, there is the park. [hand over eyes and pointing action] 

Open the gate. [action of opening an imaginary gate] and step inside. 

Forwards and backwards we go on the swing. [action of swaying forwards and backwards] 

Next, we will go d-ow-n on the slide. “Wheeee!” [sliding movement with arm] 

Let’s play a game of hopscotch. We hop and jump, hop and jump. [hop and jump on an imaginary hopscotch] 

Look! [hand over eyes] I can see a pond. [point] 

Over to it we run. [running action] 

I can see a duck! [make quacking sound and do the Buck the duck action (Ch2 Set 4): hold one hand 

next to face like a beak and tap fingers and thumb together] 

Oh no! I feel rain! [Look up to the sky] 

It’s time to go home. Let’s skip! [skipping]  

Phew! Now I need a rest. [pretend to sleep]  

 




